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Savannah from Kingsbury, began a full
time apprenticeship earlier this year with
ITN which involves working across a
range of their services including Channel 4
News, ITV News, and Channel 5 News.

Our Say caught up with Savannah about
what the apprenticeship involves, and
what she hopes to achieve in the future.

Our Say (OS): How does
the apprenticeship work?
Savannah Mullings-Johnson (SMJ):
"Well it’s divided into three phases:

“Phase 1 involves shadowing journalists,
moving across the whole business observing
the different roles.

“Phase 2 is the current stage I am in where
you are expected to do more hands-on
activity and take on practical roles.

From Our
Say to TV
news
Today’s top story…….
Our Say writer and
BHP tenant, Savannah
Mullings-Johnson is
set for a career in TV
journalism after landing a
prestigious apprenticeship
with ITN (Independent
Television News).

“Phase 3 starts in September and will be
the 'specialisation' stage. I will pick a role
and department and that will essentially
become my full time position for the last
six months of the scheme. It is also likely
that the job I choose will become my
official position after the apprenticeship is
over, therefore it is important that I pick
something I enjoy.”

OS: What projects have
you done so far?
SMJ: "I have been involved in several
practical projects. I have produced news
stories and been involved in the whole
process including finding guests, organising
locations and ensuring the news items are
completed in time. I have also had chances
to research and been given the opportunity
to teach myself how to edit.

“The exposure this placement has given me
is invaluable as it means that I get to move
across three newsrooms, as well as
network with some of the biggest
journalists in the industry.”

OS: Do you have to study
as well?
SMJ: “I work five days a week, typically 9
to 5. However one of those days is spent
at college studying a Level 3 Creative and
Digital Media course. All apprenticeships
must incorporate some form of studying.”

OS: What has been your
favourite moment?
SMJ: “There has been a few favourite
moments, but the standout one for me
was when I met my idol Charlene White

(BBC London news presenter) during my
induction week. Meeting her was such a
surreal experience and she gave us all such
invaluable advice.”

OS: What advice would
you give to those wanting
to break into the creative
industry?
SMJ: “Get work experience! I cannot
express enough how much this counts.
One thing a lot of young people struggle
with, including myself is actually getting the
work experience due to how competitive it
is. The best piece of advice I can give for
that is make your own experience. For
example I struggled getting experience
with reputable companies so I began
volunteering in local community roles that
involved media like the BHP Youth Board,
Radio Harrow to develop my presenting
skills, writing for online magazines and
started my own blog.

“It might be hard to essentially work for
free but all great creatives have done it in
order to get their foot in the door and
develop their skills.”

OS: Where do you
see yourself after the
apprenticeship is finished?
SMJ: “It is hard to say because every day
is a different learning experience and I am
constantly discovering new roles so my
mind always changes, but I can say that
my end goal is entertainment journalism so
hopefully one day you will see me covering
all the red carpets.”
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Usually 'Takeover' only takes place within
the theatre itself, however this year as the
theatre undergoes its expansion works
it is expanding into six different locations
around Brent for the first time.

'Takeover' is a two week celebration of
theatre and performance, with local
young people working with acclaimed
writers and directors to create their own
plays, such as a sing-a-long screening of
'Hairspray' at the Tricycle, a spoken word
night and multiple workshops.

The first of these was a "culture clash" pre
- show event to the opening night of
Wembley Young Company's play 'The
Invisible Boy'. Brent is one of the most
diverse boroughs in the country and
although we have learned to celebrate

Tricycle Theatre Takeover
Since the beginning of
September, I have been
working as a trainee
producer at the Tricycle
Theatre in Kilburn
for their 4th annual
'Takeover' event, which
was held in April.

and appreciate different cultural practices,
there is still a long way to go in order to
form a cohesive community. Due to this, I
planned the 'culture clash' in order to
bring musicians, singers and dancers
representative of completely different
cultures to come together and collaborate
on a piece of work that will be debuted as
part of Takeover.

In addition, I have also organised a
puppetry workshop, with Harlesden's
Mahogany Carnival designs who have
performed for the Queen and with the
BBC. During one of the Wembley Young
Company's rehearsals we were visited by
Andy Brunskill, most famously known for
directing the theatre production of 'War
Horse'. He led an invigorating and
inspiring session using puppets that
inspired me to want to recreate the
experience for local members of the
community.

The final two events I organised were
question and answer sessions. The first of
which were with Mariah Idrissi, Brent
resident and model known primarily for
her landmark campaign with H&M in
2015. I had previously interviewed Mariah
in 2015 for the BHP Youth Board. The
second was with four prominent local

figures and panellists including the
Tricycle theatre's artistic director Indhu
Rubasingham and Brent Youth Parliament
representative Dilan Dattani.

As a final year A level student I have
experienced many difficulties in trying to
balance my commitments, however the
past six months of my life have been a
great lesson in learning to balance and
prioritise. I have also experienced what it
is like to work within the theatre industry
and as part of a team. If you are interested
in theatre, producing or anything
inbetween the two I would highly
recommend applying for the role next
year!

Samara Roach–Keiler, 18
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Being a first year doesn’t help. It’s rather
disorientating being in a different city,
doing degree level work and making new
friends. Therefore, figuring out what I
want to do with my degree, is just more
stress and confusion on top of the work
crushing me.

However, when a PHD student
advertised posts for research assistants,
I grabbed on to the offer. My initial task
was to help recruit families for her study
– a task, which I failed miserably in.

Luckily for me, I was given a second
task to transcribe interviews she had
recorded. After all, transcribing is much

easier – right? Nope! Not when it takes
five minutes for one recorded minute.

However, it gave me rather valuable
insight to the world of research in
Psychology and it’s hard work! Especially
considering that transcribing data may
even be the easy bit, compared to
recruiting participants, collecting data
and analysing it.

Linda Moronfolu, 18

My research
experience
at university
Getting work experience in psychology is a double
edge sword – on one side, the degree is rather broad,
so there is so much to do. For instance, a primary
school placement. However, if you’re considering
specialising in something like clinical psychology, it’s
hell to get a specific placement.

The Youth Board is perfect for young
people who have got something to
say, who like media, love their
community and want to get involved.

It offers you the chance to:

• Be a reporter on our youth
magazine ‘Our Say’ and write blogs

• Help us organise events

• Interview local people and
celebrities

• Make short films and direct

The BHP Youth Board give you
freedom to have your say about
the issues affecting you in Brent,
nationally and globally. It’s also
excellent for your CV and UCAS
applications and you can receive
up to £20 expenses for meetings
(if you are a Brent Council tenant).

Interested?
Email us at communications@
bhphousing.co.uk or call
020 8937 2363.

Want to write for
Our Say? Then
join the BHP
Youth Board!




